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Abstract
Video transcoding plays a critical role in a video streaming service. Content owners and publishers need video
transcoders to adapt their videos to different formats, bitrates, and qualities before streaming them to end users
with the best quality of service. In this paper, we report
our experience to develop and deploy VideoCoreCluster, a low-cost, highly efﬁcient video transcoder cluster for live video streaming services. We implemented
the video transcoder cluster with low-cost single board
computers, speciﬁcally the Raspberry Pi Model B. The
quality of the transcoded video delivered by our cluster is comparable with the best open source softwarebased video transcoder, and our video transcoders consume much less energy. We designed a scheduling algorithm based on priority and capacity so that the cluster
manager can leverage the characteristics of adaptive bitrate video streaming technologies to provide a reliable
and scalable service for the video streaming infrastructure. We have replaced the software-based transcoders
for some TV channels in a live TV streaming service deployment on our university campus with this cluster.

1

Introduction

Video streaming service is one of the most popular Internet services in recent years. In particular, multimedia usage over HTTP accounts for an increasing portion
of today’s Internet trafﬁc [47]. For instance, video trafﬁc is expected to be 80 percent of all consumer Internet
trafﬁc in 2019, up from 64 percent in 2014 [5]. In order to provide high and robust quality of video streaming
services to end users with various devices with diverse
network connectivities, content owners and distributors
need to encode the video to different formats, bitrates,
and qualities. It is redundant to encode and store a source
video to different variants for archiving purposes. The
broad spectrum of varieties of bitrates, codecs and for-
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mats make it difﬁcult for some video service providers to
prepare all media content in advance. Therefore, video
transcoding has been widely used for optimizing video
data. For example, Netﬂix encodes a movie as many
as 120 times before they stream the video to users [37].
Transcoders are also commonly used in the area of mobile device content adaptation, where a target device does
not support the format or has a limited storage capacity
and computational resource that mandate a reduced ﬁle
size.
However, video transcoding is a very expensive process, requiring high computational power and resources.
Thus, it is critical to have an energy efﬁcient and lowcost video transcoding solution. In addition, video
transcoders’ performance is important to enhance the
overall quality of video streaming services. Regarding
the performance of transcoder, two metrics are important: quality and speed. Video quality with a given bitrate determines the amount of data needed to be transmitted in the network for a video. Transcoding speed
determines the time to ﬁnish the transcoding. Thus, it
is critical for live video streaming services. Other metrics, e.g., cost and power consumption, are also need to
be considered in video transcoding system deployment.
Various video transcoding technologies are proposed
and used, including cloud transcoding, software-based
transcoding on local servers, and hardware transcoding
with specialized processors. In this paper, we introduce VideoCoreCluster – a low-cost, energy efﬁcient
hardware-assisted video transcoder cluster to provide
transcoding services for a live video streaming service.
The cluster is composed of a manager and a number of
cheap single board computers (Raspberry Pi Model B).
We use the hardware video decoder and encoder modules embedded in the System on Chip (SoC) of a Raspberry Pi to facilitate video transcoding. With an optimized transcoding software implementation on the Raspberry Pi, each Raspberry Pi is able to transcode up to
3 Standard Deﬁnition (SD, 720x480) videos or 1 High
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Deﬁnition (HD, 1280x720) and 1 SD videos in real time
with very low power consumption. We also developed
the cluster manager based on an IoT machine-to-machine
protocol - MQTT [42] to coordinate the transcoding
tasks and hardware transcoders in order to provide reliable transcoding service for video streaming services.
Compared to software-based video transcoders, VideoCoreCluster has lower cost and higher energy efﬁciency.
Adaptive bitrate (ABR) video streaming over HTTP
is a popular technology to provide robust quality of service to end users whose mobile devices have dynamic
network connectivities. Multiple ABR technologies are
used in the industry, but they share a similar idea. Media
servers cut source videos into small segments and encode every segment to multiple variants with different
bitrates. During playback, a video player selects the best
variants for these segments base on the video player’s
performance, network connectivity, or user’s preference.
Streaming video over HTTP has many advantages [60],
we chose it for our live video streaming service because it
is easy to deploy a video player on web browsers of mobile devices with different operating systems, and we do
not need to reconﬁgure middle-boxes (ﬁrewalls, NATs,
etc.) in current campus network deployment for our service. We design VideoCoreCluster according to the requirements of ABR live video streaming so that it can
provide robust transcoding service.
Contributions: The most important contribution of
this paper is a practical implementation of real-time
transcoding system based on energy efﬁcient hardwareassisted video transcoders. Our contributions are multifold:

Media Server

Web Server
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Figure 1: TV Streaming Service Architecture.

2

Background and Setup

We worked with the IT department of the University of
Wisconsin-Madison to provide a free TV service for students on campus. Students can watch 27 (currently) TV
channels with their mobile devices. Six of these channels
are HD channels with a resolution 1280x720, 30fps. The
other 21 channels are SD with resolutions up to 720x480,
30fps. In the most recent month (April 2016), there were
more than 4000 view sessions and about total 480 watching hours. ABR video streaming techniques are used to
provide high-quality video streaming service to mobile
devices with diverse link capabilities and network dynamics. The system supports both Apple’s HTTP Live
Streaming (HLS) [13] and MPEG-DASH [60] to provide
service to heterogeneous devices. Figure 1 shows the architecture of the system. Speciﬁcally, a TV frontend receives the TV signal and encodes the video stream into
H.264 + AAC format, then the video stream is pushed to
source video server. The transcoder cluster pulls videos
from the source video server and pushes the transcoded
results to media server in order to provide multiple variants of the video streams for every TV channel. The
source video server and media server can be combined
in deployment, so we will not discuss them separately in
the following sections. The web server hosts web pages
and video players for different web browsers.

• We design and implement a cost-effective transcoding solution on a low-cost device, Raspberry Pi
Model B.
• Our system is based on hardware video decoder and
encoder, which is signiﬁcantly more energy efﬁcient than software-based transcoding system.
• We leverage characteristics of adaptive bitrate video
streaming over HTTP to design a reliable and scalable system for live video streaming service. The
system is easily deployable. We currently employ
our VideoCoreCluster into an IP-based TV streaming service in the University of Wisconsin-Madison.

2.1

Challenges of ABR Techniques on Live
Video Streaming

Low latency is critical for a live video streaming service,
in which a media server has to generate video data onthe-ﬂy to provide continuous streaming service to the
end user. A media server supporting ABR needs to guarantee all the variants of a video segment are available
when a client requests one of them. Due to the strict requirement on low-latency transcoding, several optimization techniques (e.g., high throughput video transcoding,

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
introduce the background of our video transcoding system and the possible approaches to building it. Then we
describe the architecture of VideoCoreCluster in Section
3. We evaluate the system in Section 4 and discuss the
related work in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper.
2
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multi-pass encoding for enhancing video quality) are not
applicable for live streaming. Moreover, an index ﬁle
containing a list of the available video variants should
be generated in real-time, and it has to be updated on
time and be consistent with the availability of these variants. We also need to make sure the variants of a video
segment are generated synchronously to simplify the implementation of ABR algorithms on the video players.
Furthermore, an efﬁcient video transcoding system is desired and high reliability is required to provide 24/7 video
streaming services to users without interruptions.

2.2

However, software video encoders are more ﬂexible than
hardware video encoders. It is much easier to try new algorithms on a software video encoder to improve video
quality than a hardware video encoder. Video encoders
on FPGA platform make a good trade-off on efﬁciency
and ﬂexibility, so they are also widely used in industry.
Different video applications have different requirements on video encoder. For mobile devices, the energy efﬁciency is crucial for battery life. Therefore,
most of the SoCs for mobile phones include video decoder/encoder IPs [7, 36]. For broadcast applications,
high video quality is desired while real-time encoding
and ﬂexibility are critical. Toward this, video encoders
on the FPGA platform are widely used. For on-demand
streaming applications, the low energy efﬁciency of software video encoders can be amortized by streaming one
encoded result to many users. High latency is not a
big concern because the service provider can encode
video ofﬂine. Slow encoding speed can be overcome by
launching a large number of instances in a cloud platform to run the video encoders in parallel to achieve
very high throughput video encoding. The advantages
of video quality and ﬂexibility are the main reason that
software video encoder is widely used to prepare video
contents for on-demand streaming service. For instance,
Netﬂix adapts the software-based transcoder because of
its ﬂexibility, after an unsuccessful deployment of a specialized hardware video transcoding system [23].
H.264 is a popular video standard widely used in diverse video applications. Since H.264 is the video coding standard that our system supports, we only discuss
the available H.264 encoder implementations in this paper as shown in Table 1. The authors in [6] compared different H.264 encoder implementations, which
includes software implementations (x264, DivX H.264,
etc.), GPU-accelerated implementation (MainConcept
CUDA), and hardware implementation (Intel QuickSync
Video). Their conclusions include (i) x264 is one of
the best codecs regarding video quality, and (ii) Intel
QuickSync is the fastest encoder of those considered.
Even though x264 is the best software H.264 encoder
for our project, its low efﬁciency hinders its deployment.
Given that we need to keep the system running 24/7
for continuous TV service in the campus network, it is
not economical to rent cloud computing resource (e.g.,
Amazon EC2 instances) to execute the transcoding tasks.
Building in-house transcoding system with highly efﬁcient hardware video decoders and encoders is the best
choice while keeping the cost low in our system.
We use the hardware H.264 decoder and encoder in
a low-cost SoC – Broadcom BCM2835, which is the
chip of a popular single board computer - Raspberry Pi
Model B. VideoCoreCluster leverages its powerful GPU
- VideoCore IV, which embeds hardware multimedia de-

Video Transcoding

A video transcoder is composed of a video decoder and
an encoder. Some researchers have discussed possible video transcoding designs, which mingle the modules of a video decoder and an encoder [40]. However, having separate video decoders and encoders provides more ﬂexibility because we can easily have various
decoder/encoder combinations to create different video
transcoders for various purposes. In this work, we only
discuss the video transcoder built by a separate video decoder and an encoder.
Most popular video codecs have well-deﬁned standards. These standards strictly deﬁne the compliant bitstreams and decoder’s behaviors. For many video coding techniques, including H.264 [46], different video decoder implementations are required to generate the identical video frames (output) with respect to the same input
by their standards. This makes the selection of video decoder easy, and hence, hardware video decoders would
be the best choice in most cases as long as it is available
at low cost due to its high efﬁciency.
On the other hand, developers are free to design a
video encoder’s implementation as long as the generated
bitstream can be decoded by the reference decoder implementation. Therefore, different encoder implementations can generate different bitstreams with various qualities for the same video frames. In this way, the interoperability is guaranteed while innovations on the encoder
design are encouraged. As a result, we need to evaluate
an encoder’s performance on video quality in addition
to the encoding speed when we select an encoder for a
transcoder. Software video encoders are well known for
their low efﬁciency. Hameed et al. [48] point out that
application-speciﬁc integrated circuit (ASIC) implementation of the video encoder is 500 times more energy efﬁcient than the software video encoder running on general
purpose processors. They assume that both hardware and
software implementations use the same algorithms for
the corresponding procedures, e.g., motion estimation,
intra-prediction, etc.. The high efﬁciency is only from
the advantage of specialized hardware implementation.
3
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Encoder Type
Software

GPU-based

FPGA-based

Encoder IP in SoC

Explanations
JM: The reference H.264 implementation from JVT[11]. It is widely used for research purpose
and conformance test. It is too slow to be used in practical projects.
x264: The most popular open source software H.264 encoder implementation. Compared to
JM, it is about 50 times faster and provides bitrates within 5% of the JM reference encoder for
the same PSNR[38, 57].
OpenH264: An open source H.264 implementation from Cisco[28]. It is optimized and the
encoder runs much faster than JM, but it is slower and has fewer features than x264.
Other proprietary implementations: MainConcept[17], Intel’s IPP H.264 encoder[15], etc.
Three GPU vendors: Intel, NVIDIA, and AMD, all integrate hardware video codecs in their
GPUs. They also provide GPU-accelerated video encoders, which leverage GPU’s high
throughput graphics engine to accelerate video encoding[27, 16]. For example, NVIDIA has
two different versions of video encoder implementations: NVCUVENC and NVENC. NVCUVENC is a CUDA software-based implementation while NVENC is based on dedicated encoding hardware engine. NVCUVENC will not be available in the future because NVENC’s
improved performance and quality.
Xilinx and its partners have professional solutions for broadcast applications[10]. They provide
H.264 decoder and encoder IP for Xilinx’s FPGA platforms. FPGA-based implementation is
more ﬂexible than ASIC implementation and more efﬁcient than the software implementation.
But it is more expensive than both of them.
Many SoCs for mobile devices or other embedded devices have dedicated hardware decoders
and encoders. For example, Qualcomm’s chips for mobile phones [7]; Ambarella’s chips for
different video applications [2]; Broadcom’s chip for TV set-top boxes.

Table 1: Different type of H.264 encoders
to stream video over HTTP and they are widely supported by mobile operating systems and web browsers.
RTMP is designed to transmit real-time multimedia data,
and thus, it guarantees to transfer source video to the
transcoders and the transcoded video to the media server
with minimum latency. RTMP’s session control features
for media applications are used to implement the interactions between media server and transcoders in our conﬁguration.
Figure 3 shows the responsibilities of the media server
in our system. For every TV channel, there are multiple transcoded video streams (variants) with different bitrates and qualities. Each video stream is split to chunks
with the same duration on the media server. It is important to align the boundaries of those chunks from different variants even different workers may not be exactly
synchronized. To ensure synchronization, we set the Instantaneous Decoder Refresh (IDR) interval of a source
video and the transcoded video to 2 seconds. Then the
media server uses the IDR frame as the boundary to split
the streams. It uses the timestamp of the IDR frame with
2 seconds (IDR interval) granularity to deﬁne the segment number. So that we can keep the chunks to be
synchronized from a video player’s view as long as the
progress offset of different workers for the same source
video is under 2 seconds (IDR interval). We can set the
IDR interval to a larger value to obtain higher tolerance
on transcoding speed variation. The index ﬁle for a channel has the information about all variants of the video. It
is dynamically updated by the media server based on the

coders and encoders. The primary computation power
of the cluster is from the VideoCore co-processors. The
Raspberry Pi is a low cost (under $35) single board
computer with very good software support [31, 33, 35].
Therefore, it is adequate to build a cost-effective video
transcoder cluster.

3

VideoCoreCluster Architecture

The VideoCoreCluster is composed of a cluster manager and a number of transcoders. We use the MQTT
protocol to transfer control signals between the cluster manager and the transcoders. MQTT is based on
a publish/subscribe messaging pattern rather than a traditional client-server model, where a client communicates directly with a server. The cluster manager and the
transcoders connect to an MQTT message broker. They
exchange information by subscribing to topics and publishing messages to topics. The message payload is encoded with Google Protocol Buffer for minimal overhead
[32]. RTMP [34] is used in the data path. Figure 2 shows
the architecture of the VideoCoreCluster.

3.1

Media Server

The media server supports HLS, MPEG-DASH, and
RTMP. HLS and DASH are for the video players,
whereas RTMP is for the transcoders. HLS and DASH
are two popular adaptive bitrate streaming standards
4
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3.2

 

The Raspberry Pi Model B has a weak ARM CPU but
a powerful GPU (VideoCore IV). Given that, our design strategy is to run simple tasks on the CPU, and
ofﬂoad compute-intensive tasks to the GPU. There are
two types of processes in a transcoder: cluster agent and
transcoding worker. There is one cluster agent on the
board, and from 0 to 3 transcoder workers depending on
the transcoding task’s requirement on the computing resource. Figure 4 shows the relationship between these
two types of processes.

 

 
 

 

  



 

 

 



Transcoder Design

 




  

Figure 2: The components and connections between the
components in the VideoCoreCluster. Every transcoder
node maintains two separate network connections for
the control ﬂow and data ﬂow respectively. Administrator monitors the status of VideoCoreCluster and updates
transcoding tasks through the dashboard of the cluster
manager.
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A cluster agent executes on the ARM processor only.
It has two responsibilities: (i) Reporting the status of the
board and workers to the cluster manager. (ii) Accepting commands from the cluster manager and launching
or killing transcoding worker processes. A cluster agent
will report the available resource to the cluster manager
when it registers to the cluster manager. The cluster manager dispatches transcoding tasks to a transcoder based
on the available resources of the transcoder. A cluster agent maintains an MQTT connection to the MQTT
message broker by sending keep-alive packets if no information ﬂows between the transcoder and the MQTT
message broker for a predeﬁned interval. If a cluster
agent is disconnected from the broker or the cluster manager is ofﬂine, the transcoder will stop all transcoding
workers. The cluster manager can revoke a transcoding
task from a transcoder if it wants to assign the task to
another transcoder. Failed transcoding tasks will be reported to the cluster manager, which can assign them to
other transcoders.
A transcoding worker is a process to transcode a video
stream. It only transcodes video data but passes audio
data. Video transcoding tasks primarily execute on the
VideoCore IV co-processor. The ARM processor is responsible for executing the networking protocol stack,
video streams demuxing/muxing, and audio data pass

   





   
 
 

Figure 4: Two types of processes on a transcoder. A
transcoding worker is the child process of the cluster
agent process.

availability of the video streams. One worker may temporarily fail to generate the corresponding stream, and
the transcoder cluster can migrate the failed task from
one worker to another within a second. RTMP speciﬁcation requires the initial timestamp of a stream to be 0
[34]. To ensure all other RTMP streams for the same
channel as the failed stream have the same timestamp,
we need to reset their RTMP connections as well. And
the media server can always generate a consistent index
ﬁle so that we can guarantee the reliability of the video
streaming service.

 

   

 




Figure 3: Overview of the Media Server’s responsibilities: (i) Splitting video streams to chunks with the same
duration (IDR interval). (ii) Refreshing the index ﬁle according to the status of the transcoded streams.
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encoder plugins fully execute on the ARM processor.
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Figure 5: Software architecture of a transcoding worker.
Compute-intensive video transcoding task executes on
VideoCore IV GPU, whereas ARM processor is responsible for coordination and data parsing/movement.
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The default behavior of a GStreamer plugin can be
summarized as 3 steps: (i) Read data from the source
pad. (ii) Process the data. (iii) Write data to the sink
pad. The GStreamer pipeline moves data and signals between the connected source pad and sink pad. Plugins
work separately and process the data sequentially. This
means both the H.264 decoder and H.264 encoder need
to move a large amount of data back and forth between
the memories for the ARM processor and the VideoCore
IV GPU, which wastes CPU cycles. We modiﬁed the gstomx implementation to enable hardware tunneling between the decoder and encoder, which signiﬁcantly reduce the CPU load [8]. Without the hardware tunneling,
a transcoder worker cannot support real-time transcoding of a 1280x720, 30fps video. Whereas after we enable it, a transcoder worker can simultaneously transcode
one 1280x720 video and one 720x480 video in real-time.
Figure 7 illustrates the data movement in the pipeline
without hardware tunneling. Figure 8 illustrates the data
movement in the pipeline with hardware tunneling.
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Figure 7: The decoder and encoder plugins work independently. YUV frames need to be moved from the
VideoCore IV memory to the ARM memory by the decoder plugin, then they need to be moved from the ARM
memory to the VideoCore IV memory by the encoder
plugin.

Figure 6: GStreamer pipeline of the transcoding worker
process. Some trivial plugins, e.g., buffering, synchronization, etc. are not shown here.
through. In BCM2835, an application layer software can
access the hardware video decoder and encoder through
the OpenMAX IL interfaces [31, 29]. Rather than calling the OpenMAX IL interfaces directly, we built the
program with the GStreamer framework [9]. GStreamer
is an open source multimedia framework widely used
to build media processing applications. It has a welldesigned ﬁlter (plugin) system. The gst-omx is the
GStreamer OpenMAX IL wrapper plugin that we use
to access the hardware video decoder and encoder resources. Figure 5 shows the software architecture of a
transcoding worker.
A transcoding worker creates a pipeline of GStreamer
plugins. Video data are processed by the plugins one
by one, sequentially. Figure 6 shows the structure of a
pipeline. All plugins except H.264 decoder and H.264
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Figure 8: A hardware tunnel is created between the decoder and encoder. Plugins do not need to touch the YUV
frames. Therefore, the workload of the ARM processor
is reduced.
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3.3

Cluster Manager Design

trate video streaming is that every video program has
multiple versions of encoded videos. The more variants of a video available, the more ﬂexible the players
can optimize the user experience. Our system leverages
that characteristic to implement an elastic transcoding
service. When the available transcoders have more resources to run all the transcoding tasks, all the tasks will
be assigned to transcoders. But if not, only the high priority tasks will be scheduled and executed. We can easily
extend the transcoder cluster by adding more transcoders
with this elastic design to support more TV channels.

The cluster manager maintains a task pool and a
transcoder pool. Its major responsibilities are assigning the transcoding tasks to the transcoders, and migrating the failed tasks from one transcoder to another.
Both transcoding tasks and transcoders have priorities,
which need to be considered when the cluster manager
schedules the tasks. The cluster manager maintains a
series of lists of tasks with different priorities. Every
transcoding task has the following information: { ID,
channel name, command, bitrate, resource, priority, state
}. The resource is an integer representing the required
computational resource for the task. Its value depends
on the source video type (SD or HD) and target bitrate.
Each task has four possible states: idle, assigning, revoking, and running. The cluster manager employs an
event-driven design. When anything happens to the tasks
or transcoders, e.g., task failure, a new worker joining,
a worker leaving, etc., the cluster manager will check
whether rescheduling is necessary and do so if it is.
When a new worker sends a register message to the
cluster manager, the cluster manager will add a record to
the worker list and keep tracking its status with a predeﬁned interval. Transcoders will send the status of themselves and tasks running on them to the cluster manager periodically. The transcoder status includes CPU
load, VideoCore IV load, temperature, and free memory.
MQTTs last will message mechanism is used to implement the online status tracking of the transcoders. The
cluster manager also embeds a web server to provide a
dashboard for administrators to monitor the cluster’s status and change the conﬁgurations. We have three design
goals for the cluster manager: scalability, reliability, and
elasticity.
Scalability: Scalability is ensured by an event-driven
design and minimum control ﬂow information. The cluster manager only maintains critical information about
the transcoders. The information that frequently exchanges between the cluster manager and transcoders is
only about the status. Media servers manage the source
videos and transcoded videos. We can replicate the media server if its workload is too high. The separation of
data ﬂow and control ﬂow ensures the cluster manager’s
scalability.
Reliability: We ensure the reliability of the system
by real-time status monitoring coupled with low latency scheduling to migrate the failed tasks to working
transcoders. The media server updates the index ﬁle
on-the-ﬂy to consistently list correctly transcoded video
streams. A temporary failure will not affect the video
players.
Elasticity: We deﬁne priorities for tasks and
transcoders. An important characteristic of adaptive bi-
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Figure 9: Overview of the cluster manager. The scheduler is an event-driven design.
Figure 9 shows the internal data structures of the cluster manager. The scheduler makes decisions based on
the capacities of the transcoders and the resource requirements of the transcoding tasks. The capacity and
resource requirement are both positive integers. Their
values determine what kind of tasks and how many tasks
can run on a transcoder in real-time.
Table 2 presents several task examples. A Raspberry
Pi Model B’s capacity is 20, so it can run one HD
transcoding task, e.g., 4 or 5, or two SD transcoding tasks
(1 and 2), or three SD transcoding tasks (2, 3, and 7), or
one HD transcoding task and 1 SD transcoding task (3
and 6). When a new transcoder registers to the cluster
manager, the idle task in the highest priority task list will
be assigned to it. When a task fails and returns to the
cluster manager, the task manager will try to assign it
to another transcoder. If the cluster manager can ﬁnd a
transcoder that has enough capacity for it, it will assign
the failed task to that transcoder. If not, the cluster manager will try to revoke tasks with lower priorities from
a transcoder and then assign this task to that transcoder.
If the cluster manager can not ﬁnd a running task which
has lower priority than the failed task, the cluster manager will not do anything. As discussed in section 3.1, if
we successfully reschedule a failed task, we need to send
messages to transcoders to reset the RTMP connections
of those streams corresponding to the same channel as
7
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ID
1

Channel
A

2

A

3

A

4

B

5

B

6

B

7

C

Command
transcode rtmp://192.168.1.172:1935/live/A src
rtmp://192.168.1.172:1935/live/A 800k 800
transcode rtmp://192.168.1.172:1935/live/A src
rtmp://192.168.1.172:1935/live/A 600k 600
transcode rtmp://192.168.1.172:1935/live/A src
rtmp://192.168.1.172:1935/live/A 400k 400
transcode rtmp://192.168.1.172:1935/live/B src
rtmp://192.168.1.172:1935/live/B 2400k 2400
transcode rtmp://192.168.1.172:1935/live/B src
rtmp://192.168.1.172:1935/live/B 1600k 1600
transcode rtmp://192.168.1.172:1935/live/B src
rtmp://192.168.1.172:1935/live/B 800k 800
transcode rtmp://192.168.1.172:1935/live/C src
rtmp://192.168.1.172:1935/live/C 400k 400

Resource
10

Priority
0

8

1

6

0

20

0

16

1

14

0

6

0

Table 2: Transcoding task examples
the failed task.

3.4

posed of ﬁve powerful servers with Intel Xeon processors. We plan to extend the size of VideoCoreCluster
and eventually replace all the servers in the deployment.

Implementation

We implemented both the cluster manager and
transcoders on the Linux operating system. We extensively used open source software in this project,
including Apache [3], Nginx [24], node.js + Express
[26], mqtt.js [22], paho MQTT client library [21],
GStreamer, and Google protobuf. We used Mosquitto
[20] as the MQTT message broker.
Media Server: We built the media server with Nginx
+ Nginx RTMP module [25] and Apache. The RTMP
protocol is implemented by Nginx, whereas the HTTP
interface is provided by Apache. The media server is
installed on a server with Ubuntu 14.04 LTS.
Cluster Manager: The cluster manager is written in
Javascript, and built on node.js + Express. We use mqtt.js
to develop the MQTT client module that subscribes and
publishes messages related to the transcoders. The cluster manager is also installed on a server with Ubuntu
14.04 LTS.
Transcoder: The transcoder’s two components –
transcoder worker and cluster agent are implemented in
C/C++. They depend on GStreamer, paho MQTT client
library, and Google protobuf. We built the SDK, root
disk and Linux kernel for Raspberry Pi with buildroot
[4], then we built the two components with the customized SDK.

3.5

4

Evaluations

We evaluate VideoCoreCluster on video quality and
transcoding speed with benchmark tests. We also analyze the power consumption of VideoCoreCluster and
compare it with a transcoder cluster built with generalpurpose processors.

4.1

Video Quality Test

The H.264 decoder module of VideoCore IV can support real-time decoding of H.264 high proﬁle, level 4.0
video with resolutions up to 1920x1080 with very low
power consumption. In addition, the decoding result is
exactly same as the reference H.264 decoders. So the
quality loss of our transcoding system is only from the
encoder. Many hardware video encoders have some optimizations to simplify the hardware design while sacriﬁcing video quality, especially for the video encoder
modules in SoCs for mobile devices, because of the stringent restriction on power consumption. In order to have
a clear idea about the video quality of the VideoCore’s
H.264 video encoder, we conducted benchmark tests on
it and compared its performance with x264.
Both subjective and objective metrics are available for
evaluating the video quality. Subjective metrics are desired because they reﬂect the video quality from users’
perspective. However, their measurement procedures are
complicated [18, 30]. In contrast, objective metrics are
easy to measure; therefore, they are widely used in video
encoder developments, even though there are arguments
about them. Two metrics, Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) and Structural Similarity (SSIM) Index, are

Deployment

We deploy VideoCoreCluster in an incremental way.
Currently, we leverage a hybrid approach to provide
transcoding service for the live video streaming service.
The deployment has a small scale VideoCoreCluster with
8 Raspberry Pi Model Bs and a transcoder cluster com8
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Figure 10: Video quality test result of VideoCore IV and x264 with different presets. We used foreman(352x288,
25fps) YUV sequence to test the encoders, set IDR to 2 seconds, and disabled B-frame support of x264.
widely used to compare video encoders. PSNR is the
traditional method, which attempts to measure the visibility of errors introduced by lossy video coding. HuynhThu et al. showed that as long as the video content and
the codec type are not changed, PSNR is a valid quality measure [50]. SSIM is a complementary framework
for quality assessment based on the degradation of structural information [63]. We evaluated the hardware video
encoder’s performance with both the PSNR and SSIM.

Thus, the H.264 encoder of VideoCore IV does not support it. For a fair comparison, we test x264 with and
without B-frame support to check the impact of B-frame
support on video quality vs. bitrate.
For all the video sequences we tested in the ﬁrst set,
we obtained similar results, though the exact numbers
vary. We also found that the VideoCore’s video encoder generated very low-quality video when the target
bitrate was very low. That could be a bug in the video
encoder’s implementation. For brevity, we only show
the results for foreman cif here. We omit the results of
x264 with B-frame because B-frame does not have a signiﬁcant impact on the quality in our encoding settings.
From ﬁgure 10, we can see VideoCore IV has similar
or better performance regarding video quality comparing to the x264 with preset superfast. Since the purpose
of the second test set is to evaluate the video encoder’s
performance in practical deployment, we only evaluated
the encoder’s performance with the typical bitrates. Figures 11a and 11c indicate that the VideoCore has poor
performance on low bitrate settings. However, we believe it is not a big concern for deployment. When the
players have to use that low bitrate version of the video
streams, the player’s network performance must be very
low. We do not expect that will be a common condition.
As shown in Figures 11b and 11d, VideoCore’s video
quality is good for high bitrate settings. Its quality is
close to x264 with preset medium.

The x264 has broad parameters to tune, which are correlated and it is hard to achieve the optimal conﬁguration. Rather than trying different parameter settings, we
used the presets provided by x264 developers to optimize
the parameters related to video encoding speed and video
quality. The x264 has ten presets: ultrafast, superfast,
veryfast, faster, fast, medium, slow, slower, veryslow,
and placebo (the default preset is medium). They are in
descending order of speed and ascending order of video
quality. As the video quality increases, encoding speed
decreases exponentially.
We used two sets of video sequences for evaluating the encoders. The ﬁrst one is the YUV sequences
commonly used in video coding research [39], so the
results can be easily reproduced and compared with
other researcher’s results. The second one is captured
from our deployment that reﬂects the encoder’s performance in practical deployment. We natively compiled
the x264-snapshot-20150917-2245 on a desktop with
Ubuntu 14.04 LTS. We also cross-compiled the libraries,
drivers and ﬁrmware for Raspberry Pi from [33, 35] on
the same machine. One thing we notice is that the H.264
encoder of VideoCore IV does not support B-frames.
The reason is that the target applications of the SoC are
real-time communication applications, e.g., video chatting and conference, where low latency is a strict requirement. B-frame leads to high encoding/decoding latency.

4.2

Transcoding Speed Test

We measured the transcoder’s performance under stress.
We transcoded the video streams captured from an SD
channel and an HD channel ofﬂine and recorded the time
for transcoding. There are overheads on demuxing and
muxing in the process, but because of the high complex9
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Figure 11: Video quality test result of VideoCore IV and x264 with different presets. We maintained the same conﬁgurations (IDR is 2 seconds, B-frame support of x264 is disabled).
comparison. The software video transcoder we used is
FFmpeg, which has built-in H.264 video decoder. We
linked it with libx264 to provide H.264 video encoding.
The desktop we used to run FFmpeg has Intel Core i54570 CPU @ 3.20GHz and 16GB RAM. We built FFmpeg and libx264 with all the CPU capabilities (MMX2,
SSE2Fast, SSSE3, SSE4.2, AVX, etc.) to accelerate the
video transcoding. We tested superfast (similar quality
as the video encoder of VideoCore IV) and medium (default) presets of x264. Figure 12 shows that when the
output video qualities are similar, software transcoder executing on powerful Intel i5 CPU runs about 5.5x and 4x
faster than the video transcoder running on Raspberry Pi
for SD and HD channel respectively. For our transcoding
system, which transcodes video in real-time, that means
we can run 5.5x (SD) or 4x (HD) more transcoding tasks
on a desktop than a Raspberry Pi. However, a Raspberry
Pi is much cheaper and consumes much less power than
a desktop with an Intel i5 CPU.

ity of transcoding (decoding + encoding), the bottleneck
of the process is on video transcoding. The detail speciﬁcations of the test videos are (1) SD channel: 720x480,
30fps, H.264 high proﬁle, level 4.0, 1.2 Mbps. (2) HD
channel: 1280x720, 30fps, H.264 high proﬁle, level 4.0,
4Mbps. For some SD channels with lower resolutions
in our deployment, the transcoding speed is higher than
the results shown here. We transcoded the SD and HD
videos to 800kbps and 2.4Mbps respectively and kept
other parameters the same.
The hardware video encoder in VideoCore IV can
support encoding 1920x1080, 30fps, H.264 high proﬁle
video in real-time. But when we run the decoder and encoder at the same time, the performance is not sufﬁcient
to support such high-resolution transcoding in real-time
because the video decoder and encoder share some hardware resources. Even with the optimization described
in section 3, the transcoder can only support transcoding
video with resolution up to 1280x720 in real-time.
We also measured software transcoder’s speed for
10
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ciency and reducing the cost, a cascaded pixel-domain
approach is more suitable for practical deployments. For
a particular scenario, Youn et al. showed that for pointto-multipoint transcoding, a cascaded video transcoder is
more efﬁcient since some parts of the transcoder can be
shared [67].
Cloud Transcoding: Li et al. introduced a system using cloud transcoding to optimize video streaming service for mobile devices [54]. Video transcoding on a
cloud platform is a good solution to transcode a large
volume of video data because of its high throughput. For
instance, Amazon, Microsoft, and Telestream Cloud provide cloud transcoding service for users [19, 1, 12]. Netﬂix also deployed their video transcoding platform on
Amazon’s cloud [23].
Specialized Hardware for Video Applications: Efﬁciency issue of general-purpose processors on multimedia applications, including video decoding and encoding, has attracted a lot of research efforts. Various
approaches have been studied to improve the hardware
efﬁciency, including specialized instructions [58, 44],
specialized architectures [52, 59, 64], GPU ofﬂoading
[55, 43], application-speciﬁc integrated circuit(ASIC)
[56], and FPGA-based accelerators [53].
Adaptive Bitrate Video Streaming: Adaptive bitrate video streaming is a widely used technique by
video streaming service providers to provide highquality video streaming services. Designing a robust
and reliable algorithm to switch bitrate is challenging.
Many researchers have proposed adaptation algorithms
to achieve a better video quality in dynamic network environments [51, 49, 66]. These works focus on the client
side implementation, whereas our paper concentrates on
the server side.
Computer Cluster: Computer cluster is a wellknown scheme of distributed system used to provide high
throughput computing. For example, Condor is a distributed system for scientiﬁc applications [61]. Our system is unique in the sense that the target application is
real-time computing, and the computing nodes are specialized, low cost and highly efﬁcient hardware. FAWN
is also a cluster built with low-power embedded CPUs.
However, it is a system only for the data-intensive computing [41]. Our system is both the data-intensive and
computation-intensive.
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Figure 12: Transcoding speed of VideoCore IV and
x264.

4.3

Power Consumption Analysis

We can see the superiority of Raspberry Pi regarding
power efﬁciency from the transcoding speed test. An
Intel Core i5-4570 processor has an average power consumption of 84W [14]. If we include the power consumption of other components, e.g., RAM and Hard
Disk, the power consumption of a server would be
higher than 100W. Raspberry Pi Model B in a conﬁguration without any peripherals except Ethernet has typical
power consumption about 2.1W [45]. The desktop consumes more than 40 times power than the Raspberry Pi
Model B while it can do about 5.5x SD video transcoding or 4x HD video transcoding. We can see the VideoCoreCluster is more energy efﬁcient than a transcoder
cluster built with general-purpose processors to provide
the same transcoding capacity. We omit the power consumption analysis on the network switches in our system
deployment because we can use the same switches for
the different video transcoders.

5

Related Work

Video Transcoding: Video transcoding is critical for
video streaming service deployment. Different approaches and architectures have been proposed to implement it for various use cases. Vetro et al. discussed
the transcoding of block-based video coding schemes
that use hybrid discrete cosine transform (DCT) and motion compensation (MC) [62]. Xin et al. discussed several techniques for reducing the complexity and improving video quality by exploiting the information extracted
from the input video bit stream [65]. Unlike their research, we believe that the cascaded decoder and encoder
approach is much more straightforward and ﬂexible. As
the hardware video encoder improving quality and efﬁ-

6

Conclusion and Future Work

High-quality video transcoding is critical to ensure highquality video streaming service. We implemented VideoCoreCluster, a low-cost, highly efﬁcient video transcoder
system for live video streaming service. We built the
system with commodity available, low-cost single board
computers embedding high performance and low power
11
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video encoder hardware module. We implemented the
cluster based on a network protocol for IoT for the control path and RTMP for the data path. This separation
design can get low latency in video transcoding and data
delivery. Our system has much higher energy efﬁciency
than the transcode cluster built with general-purpose processors, and it does not sacriﬁce quality, reliability, or
scalability. We can use VideoCoreCluster on other live
video streaming services, and we can further improve the
system on capability and energy efﬁciency by upgrading
the transcoders.
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